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Abstract: Actuators based on the shape memory effect have recently become more and more eco-
nomically important due to the many advantages of shape memory alloys (SMAs), such as their high
energy density. SMAs are usually used to control the end/maximum positions, thus the actuators
always move between two positions. The repeatable control of intermediate positions has so far
proven difficult, because in most cases, external sensors are necessary to determine the length of
the SMA element. Additionally control strategies for SMA actuators are rather complex due to the
non-linear behavior of this material. The SMA actuator presented here is able to control intermediate
positions with repeatable accuracy without the need of a separate control technology. The integrated
control unit is based on a mechanical principle using a shaft with a circumference groove. This
groove has a height profile that turns the shafts rotation, generated by the SMA, into a translational
movement. Therefore, the SMA wire generates a partial stroke at each complete activation, turning
the shaft partially. With several activation cycles in a row, the stroke adds up until reaching the
maximum. A further activation cycle of the wire resets the actuators stroke to its initial position.
Each part of the stroke can, thereby, be controlled precisely and repeatedly within the scope of each
complete cycle of the actuator. Based on an integrated ratchet, each stroke of the actuator can hold
energy free.

Keywords: shape memory alloy; shape memory actuator; position control; energy free; mechanical
control; repeatability

1. Introduction

Shape memory actuators are well known and used in several fields such as automotive,
aviation, robotics and medicine. In the field of medical technology, shape memory alloys
(SMAs) are primarily used in form of stents as a medical implant for keeping vessels
or hollow organs open [1,2]. For several application fields, SMA actuators have drawn
attention as a possible alternative to state-of-the-art actuator systems due to their high
energy density and their potential for miniaturization of actuator systems [3–7]. The shape
memory effect is based on a heat induced phase transformation between martensite and
austenite [7]. This transformation results in a stroke of a SMA wire of 4–5% between a
temperature range of 70 and 90 ◦C [8–11]. Alternatively, SMA springs can be used, which
can achieve a higher stroke, but compensate for this with a reduced force. Due to the high
energy density, its use is of great interest in the field of actuators [7,12–14]. In particular, the
progressive miniaturization of many products is leading to new requirements, especially in
terms of size and weight. In these cases, actuators based on SMA can replace conventional
actuators such as electric motors or hydraulic systems. Those are furthermore characterized
by their simple, noiseless mechanism and low power supply [14]. The resulting reduction
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in weight and installation space also makes the SMA actuator systems interesting for
the aviation [15] and automotive industries [16,17]. Recently, soft robotic applications
have become more and more focused upon [18–22]. For those applications, the shape
memory actuator must be able to generate different strokes besides the two positions
“fully activated” and “fully reset” [23–25]. Several approaches were investigated using
different control schemes to solve this problem [26–31]. Further approaches investigate
the energy consumption of SMA actuators activated via Joule heating in order to keep
SMA actuators attractive for miniaturization [32]. The consumed energy should be low in
order to meet with an increasing amount of austenite the electric resistance decreases [33].
Therefore, it is possible to determine the stroke of the SMA wire by monitoring the electrical
resistance without external sensors, which is a great benefit for miniaturization. The value
of the electric resistance strongly depends on several outer influences such as the geometry
of the wire, the ambient temperature and the martensite/austenite ratio. The specific
resistance of the martensite/austenite phase again strongly depends on the load case
and the wear [3,34,35]. With an increased applied stress, the austenite start temperature
increases as well [36], and with an increase in activation cycles, the resistance increases
too [35,37]. Both effects influence each other. For this reason, position signals from, e.g.,
hall-sensors or laser displacements sensors are used as control variables. Those signals are
less influenced by the mentioned disturbance.

In order to reduce the electrical complexity, an actuator based on SMA wires was
developed that is able to hold energy free in four different positions mechanically. In the
following section, first the actuator requirements are described followed by a methodical
product development [38]. Further on, the prototype assembly and its validation are
presented. In the last section, the results are discussed and steps to further optimize the
actuator are proposed.

2. Requirements of the Actuator

An actuator is a component used to move something or apply forces. Therefore,
physical quantities are converted [39]. Most actuators, based on SMA, convert an electrical
signal into thermal energy via the Joule heating of the SMA. This thermal energy leads to a
phase transformation in the NiTi wire and, thus, to the activation of the effect/contraction
of the wire. This principle is also used for the actuator developed here.

Based on the resulting boundary conditions of an actuator in combination with the
basics of the SMA, first preliminary considerations, regarding requirements for the actu-
ator to be developed, could be formulated at the beginning of the development process
(see Table 1). Two requirements were particularly decisive—apart from the general require-
ments of an actuator/SMA actuator. On the one hand, during the development, a special
focus lays on the mechanical control of intermediate positions in order to generate several
positions using only one wire. No external control technology should be used for this
purpose. The second focus is set on the repeatability of the achieved stroke. Run-in effects
or fatigue behavior of the wire should not influence the stroke. Furthermore, it is important
that each position can hold energy free.

Table 1. Requirements of the shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator.

Nr. Requirements D/R Numerical Value (incl. Tolerance) Unit

min. exact max.

1 Characteristics of the Actuator

1.1 actuating power D unknown N

1.2 stroke D 1 variable 3 mm

1.3 wire actuation frequency D 3 Hz

1.4 number of intermediate position D
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Table 1. Cont.

Nr. Requirements D/R Numerical Value (incl. Tolerance) Unit

min. exact max.

1 Characteristics of the Actuator

1.5 small installation space D

1.6 low weight D

1.7 position retainer D mechanic/energy free

1.8 repeat accuracy D −0.1 0.1 mm

1.9 not antagonistic R

1.10 translational movement D

1.11 wire length D 300 mm

1.12 voltage D 12 V

1.13 interface D

1.14 automatically resetting D

1.15 fast activation D 2 s

1.16 position accuracy D −0.1 0.1 mm

1.17 long lifespan R

1.18 low maintenance costs R

1.19 no digital control technology D

2 Environmental Conditions

2.1 temperature resistance D −10 60 ◦C

2.2 low cross-sensitivity D

Table 1 compares the formulated requirements. Each requirement is marked with D
(demand) or R (request). Demands have to be fulfilled; requests should be fulfilled, but are
not necessary.

3. Conceptual Design of the SMA-Based Actuator/Preliminary Considerations

In Table 2, the definition of the requirements is finalized and the first method step of
the solution area, the function level, can be developed. The created ARIZ [38] checklist—
adapted to SMA—in Table 2 provides further input for the formation of a function structure.
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Table 2. SMA innovation checklist (extract).

4 Analysis of the System to Be Developed

4.1 What or which subsystem should
primary be improved? None. It is a new development.

4.2
Of which elements (function carriers)
does the subsystem to be optimized

consist?

Actuator (SMA element and reset),
gearbox, interface, position holder.

4.3 What is the most important function of
the technical system to be developed?

Mechanical control of intermediate
positions, targeted positioning.

4.4
What functions are provided by the

individual system components?
(functional structure)

See Figure 1.

5 Analysis of the Problem Solution

5.1 What is the ideal result to strive for?
The actuator is adjustable in steps of a few

mm in its setting range and every
intermediate position can hold energy free.

5.2
Are there any known solutions similar to
the ideal result or were developed based

on an analogous problem?
No.

Based on the information about the function carriers and the main function, it is
possible to determine the sub-functions, forming the main function. A logical connection
of the individual sub functions results in the function structure shown in Figure 1.

The relevant function carriers are:

• Actuator (with reset option);
• Gears (to increase forces, or to convert rotation into translation);
• Mechanical control of intermediate positions;
• Interface (power transmission);
• Position holder (energy free).

A function structure was created for the analysis of the individual function levels.
In the further process, principles for fulfilling the individual blocks, such as energy

conversion, were sought. Based on these principles, a morphological box was derived.
Through a combination of the different functional principles, various solution principles
were developed. Subsequently, selection criteria were formulated, based on the previously
defined requirements. Out of the criteria, a decision matrix was set up, which evaluated
the individual solution principles as objectively as possible. One principle turned out to be
most promising, which was developed and optimized in detail. The results are presented
in the following section.

4. Overall System Description

Table 3 lists all parts installed in the actuator. Except for screws, nuts, bearings and
the associated deflection, all parts are only used once.

For a simplified representation, the structure of the shaft is shown first (see Figure 2).
It consists of a cover plate (1), ratchet plate (2), bearing plate (3), guide groove plate (4) and
the end plate (5). The plates are fixed together by a screw (24) from below and by the four
switch pins (6), which are inserted into the shaft from above. By screwing the curve plate,
the bearing (7) is clamped against the bearing plate for optimal power transmission.
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Table 3. Parts list of the actuator.

Nr. Name Color

1 cover plate red
2 ratchet plate orange (light)
3 bearing plate blue (light)
4 guide groove plate green (light)
5 end plate purple
6 switch pin (ISO 8734–3 × 14) black
7 bearing (big) (SKF 6001-2Z) silver
8 pawl grey (light)
9 pawl spring grey
10 lower case orange (dark)
11 upper case orange (dark)
12 bearing (small) (SKF 623-2Z) silver
13 deflection blue (dark)
14 shift fork turquoise
15 carriage pink
16 guide pin (ISO 8734–3 × 10) black
17 compression spring grey
18 counter spring grey
19 wire green (dark)
20 ring grey (dark)
21 interface pin grey
22 screw (short) (ISO 4762–M3 × 8) silver
23 nut (ISO 4032–M3) silver
23 screw (long) (ISO 4762–M3 × 12) silver
24 screw (shaft) (DIN 7991–M3 × 30) silver
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Figure 2. Actuators shaft.

The shaft is located in the center of the actuator (see Figure 3) and has four switch
pins at the upper end, a ratchet in the middle and a guide groove at the lower end. It is
mounted in the housing, which consists of two parts (10) (11—shown in Figure 6). The
housing also contains the pawl (8), which is pressed into the ratchet by the pawl spring (9)
and, thus, prevents the shaft from turning counterclockwise.

The groove of the shaft has a circumferential height profile. The unrolled course of this
profile is shown in Figure 4. Based on this profile with reference to a fixed point, different
heights can be set.

An interface pin (21) transmits the stroke of the groove to a ring (20). This is shown in
a sectional view of the actuator in Figure 5. By rotating the shaft, four different positions
(pos. 1–4) can be approached. In this design, each individual position allows a stroke
of 0.577 mm to the previous step. After the fourth stage, the actuator generates one big
downshifting stroke of 1.732 mm, so that no explicit downshifting is necessary. The stroke
can be adapted to the respective application by a simple design adaptation of the groove.
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The stroke of 0.577 mm selected here is, thus, only exemplary for the development and
construction of the prototype. In this example, the four positions have clearly defined and
repeatable stroke steps of 0, 0.577, 1.154 and 1.732 mm.
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Figure 5. Actuator cut in half to show the connection between the groove (4), interface pin (21) and
ring (20) and how the height profile of the circumference groove moves the ring up and down for a
translational movement.

Due to its adapted shape, the ring cannot rotate, but can move axially. When turning
the shaft by 90◦ steps, the ring, including the interface pin, moves axially up by the
predefined stroke of 0.577 mm and down again by the fourth step (270–360◦). Thus, the
actuator can reach four predefined heights, and due to the ratchet, the current position of
the actuator is hold energy free.
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The SMA wire generates the required rotation of the shaft. If the applied voltage heats
the wire (19), it activates and contracts. The shift fork (14) moves over the carriage (15) in
the X direction. Due to the special shape of the shift fork, one of the four shift pins is also
moved, causing the shaft to rotate by +90◦ around its own axis as soon as the wire contracts.
After a rotation of +90◦, a pawl engages the rotating ratchet of the shaft, preventing it from
turning counterclockwise and keeping the position of the actuator energy free. These parts
are shown in Figure 6.
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Releasing the wire, the counter spring (18) causes the guide element and the shift fork
to return to its initial position. The shaft is held in position by the ratchet in combination
with the pawl and can, therefore, not transmit any negative torque. Therefore, based on its
arc shape, the shift fork slides on the previously driven shift pin and is pressed against the
compression spring (17) in the negative Y direction towards the carriage. Thereby, the shift
fork is guided over the guide pins (16). This allows the shift fork to move back to its initial
position and to restart the process.

The design of the counter-spring is rather difficult at this point, since the force required
to return the carriage is primarily based on frictional forces. If a wire with a diameter of
0.3 mm is selected, the manufacturer specifies a recommended positioning force of 12 N
and a maximum positioning force of 42 N [9]. Thus, a spring defined by the dimensions
with a maximum resetting force by maximum compression of 16 N was chosen, which
keeps the wire force sufficiently large. Furthermore, it should be noted that the complete
compression of the spring does not occur and the maximum restoring force is accordingly
not achieved, which preserves enough power for transmission. This must generally be
taken into account when using SMA, since the spring force depends on the respective
compression of the spring, which means that a constant wire force cannot be applied when
using a counter spring. The data sheets of the selected counter spring are provided as
Supplementary Material.

This alternation between contraction and relaxation of the wire enables the continuous,
unlimited rotation of the shaft, whereby the starting position is reached again after four
rotations (360◦ in total).

Furthermore, the unit described above is installed in housing (see Figures 5–7), which
fixes the components, aligns them to each other and conducts forces. Furthermore, the use
of a lid is planned in addition. This shields the internal system from external influences and
provides protection for the user. The housing is especially important for the SMA wire and
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its functionality. On the one hand, the housing protects it, and thus, it cannot be damaged
by external influences. Furthermore, a sufficient force and a stroke of at least 5.4 mm of
the SMA wire are necessary to move the shift fork far enough. When this criterion is met,
the pin moves along and the catch engages so that the system can work as designed. An
elongation of the wire of 2.5% is assumed for a long lifetime. Therefore, a wire length of
216 mm with four pulleys is calculated and chosen. The elongation is chosen so low, in
order to ensure a long lifetime of the actuator wire.
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Figure 7. Top view of the actuator to show the guidance of the wire.

The wire must be accommodated in the actuator housing and is deflected several
times to save space. The, therefore, needed arrangement is shown in Figure 7. In order to
achieve this deflection with as little friction as possible, bearings (12) are installed at the
deflection points. These are once again provided with a deflection sleeve (13) made of non-
conductive material. Thus, the current cannot be dissipated during electrical activation,
and an integrated guide groove prevents the wire from slipping off the bearing. In addition,
the end of the wire is fixed in the housing to ensure power transmission. At the end of
the carriage, the wire is crimped and is, thus, attached to it. On the other side, the wire is
clamped between two metal discs by a screw. This makes it possible to retighten the wire
in the prototype phase, for example if there are still run-in effects in the wire.

For further improvement and protection, an additional lid could be installed. However,
since this could possibly have a negative effect on the heat dissipation and, thus, the
functional properties of the wire, the use of a fan is considered instead to accelerate the
cooling of the wire by forced convection. This would further improve the cycle times of the
actuator. The key figures of the developed actuator are summarized in Table 4.

Figure 8 shows the exact dimensions of the actuator.
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Table 4. Key figures of the developed actuator.

Specification Variable Unit Formula Value

Initial Values

stroke (actuator) Sw mm 1.732

Assumptions and Constants

safety factor (for friction compensation) s 1.4
elongation SMA wire (performance value) εzul 0.025

Design Parameters

number of switching positions n 4
number of switching ramps nSW 4

circumference of shaft USC mm 31.42
wire diameter Dwire m 3.53 × 10−4

lever length trigger pin L m 3.536 × 10−3

stroke SMA-wire SD m 5.4
recommended wire force (data sheet) Fmax N 33
maximum spring force return spring FR N 41

maximum spring force pawl Fpawl N 3.03
maximum spring force carriage Fcarriage N 1.49

maximum gradient groove αmax
◦ read out of the CAD file 12.44

Calculations

required wire length LReqWire m LReqWire = SD/εzul 0.216
stroke of the actuator per switching operation H mm H = Sw/n − 1 0.577

switching ramp length LSR mm LSR = USC/(n + nSW) 7.854

An initial rough representation of a mechanical replacement model is intended to
clarify the functionalities once again. Thereby, forces are also plotted. This model shows
the course of the forces and, especially for future optimization of the actuator, the friction
forces. These can point out possible improvements in terms of force transmission. The
replacement model is displayed in Figures 9–12.
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Figure 9 shows how the force of the wire is converted into a moment. The force of
the wire acts against the compression spring and must overcome the friction that occurs
between the carriage and the housing.

The force path through the shaft is shown in Figure 10. Incoming is the moment
generated by the SMA wire. Furthermore, the forces in the X, Y and Z directions are
derived through the bearing, whereby only the moment is forwarded. The moment of
the shaft is decomposed into forces by the circumferential groove. For simplification, the
radius required for this is assumed as the mean value of the inner and outer radius of
the groove.
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The special complexity and, thus, a special focus has to be set on the transmission
of the forces from the circumferential groove to the transmission pin, which slides on the
inclined plane of the groove. There, the friction between the plane and the pin, as well as
the weight force acting through the pin and ring, must also be taken into account. This
relationship is illustrated in Figure 11.

The junction pins force is then transmitted to the ring, which generates the force and
stroke of the actuator. Again, friction between the housing and the ring must be taken into
account, whereby the transmitted force in the X direction can be assumed as the normal
force for the friction (see Figure 12).
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5. Assembly/Prototype

The prototype was fabricated using additive manufacturing/fused deposition mod-
elling (FDM). The shaft was assembled from the various components and afterwards
inserted into the lower side of the housing. After inserting the pawl and associated spring,
the housing was closed. The upper and lower half of the housing were fixed using screws
and nuts. The assembly of the small bearings for deflection of the wire were also mounted
using screws and nuts. Thereby, the bearings are clamped against the actuator housing.
The integrated wire is pre-cycled to prevent the negative effects of the run-in effect. For this
purpose, the wire with a diameter of 0.353 mm was activated over a period of 200 cycles.
The activation was carried out electrically with a constant voltage of 6.8 V, a duration
of 2 s and a cooling time of 30 s. During this process, a mechanical tension of 475 MPa
was applied to the wire. A high mechanical tension was chosen, because due to high
manufacturing tolerances of the prototype, a lot of friction occurs, and therefore, the wire
has to apply a very high force. This force can be reduced in the future by eliminating as
much friction as possible. The parameters were further determined in previous long-term
tests of the wire, and thereby, it could be demonstrated that the run-in effect is largely
completed after 200 cycles.

After pre-cycling, one end of the wire was crimped. Then, the wire was threaded
through the carriage and wrapped around the deflections. The crimp remains attached to
the carriage and, thus, prevents the wire to slip through. Finally, the wire was tensioned
and tightened with a screw between two washers. The finished prototype and assembly
process are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Assembly steps of the additive manufactured prototype.

Videos of the functionality of the prototype are available as Supplementary Material.
Video 1 shows the top view of the actuator and, thus, how the rotation is generated, as
well as how the shift fork and carriage return to the starting position. Video 2, on the other
hand, shows the resulting stroke at the ring/interface pin. Both videos are in real time, and
a fan was used for faster cooling by forced convection.

The prototype will be further evaluated in course of the project.

6. Evaluation

To evaluate the concept, several activation cycles were carried out using the prototype.
The corresponding parameters are given in Table 5. During the test, the resulting stroke of
the ring, as well as the electrical voltage and current, were measured. A determination of
the applied force of the actuator is not yet useful for the prototype, since the result strongly
impairs inaccuracies and roughness due to the manufacturing process (FDM). The actuator
force can be optimized and adapted using a wire with a larger diameter.

Figure 14 displays the stroke and the voltage of one test series. It shows that the
voltage (red curve) is kept constant during activation.
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Table 5. Parameters used for the wire and activation of the prototype actuator.

Parameters Value Unit

diameter wire 0.353 mm mm
wire manufacturer SAES Getters -

alloy SmartFlex SF90 -
As >80 ◦C

voltage 6.8 V
activation time 2 s

cooling duration 16 s
cycles 10 -
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Figure 14. Applied electrical voltage and resulting generated stroke of the prototype actuator plotted over time for 10 cycles.

The four different positions controlled by the actuator are clearly visible. It can also be
seen that the respective position is kept energy free. During activation, the actuator over-
shoots the required stroke. This is due to the design and manufacturing of the pawl/latch.
The shaft always has to overturn a little bit for the pawl to grip properly.

The fluctuations of the stroke, visible at the beginning of the cooling phase, can be
traced back to the manufacturing inaccuracies of the prototype. On completion of the
activation, the wire begins cooling down, and the transformation into the martensite phase
starts. During this process, the wire elongates again, and the return spring pushes the
carriage back to its initial position. The shift fork slides on the guiding pins, with the
carriage pressing against one switching pin of the shaft. This happens against the original
direction of the shafts rotation and is shown in Figure 15(1). The high friction between
the switching pin and shift fork (2,3)—due to inaccurate manufacturing tolerances and
the manufacturing process of additive manufacturing—leads to a transmission of the
force instead of the planned slipping. Due to the manufacturing process and a manual
optimization (e.g., filing, drilling out, etc.) with high tolerances, the slackness in the ratchet
of the shaft becomes obvious. The shaft turns back a small amount and is only held in the
planned position when the shift fork has returned to its original position (4).
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Figure 15. Representation of the sources of error during the resetting of the shift fork and the carriage generated by high
roughness and inaccurate tolerances/slackness.
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Furthermore, Figure 15(1,4) shows a tilting of the shift fork caused by the counterforce
of the pin. This tilting is also due to the manufacturing tolerances in the production process
of the prototype, or more precisely, to excessively large diameters of the guide of the shift
fork. By adjusting the tolerances so that the guide pins just fit through the guides provided
for them in the shift fork, tilting of the shift fork will be prevented.

Figure 16 shows the two positions of the pins as a result of the high tolerances during
resetting the carriage. This leads to the variations of the stroke. However, the movement
of the pins alone does not cause such a large reset but is merely the trigger of the effect.
The whole effect is intensified by slackness in the circumferential groove and an imperfect
guidance of the ring.
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Figure 16. Clarification of the different positions of the pins while resetting; red: end posi-
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However, professional manufacturing of the actuator with low tolerances can eliminate
these fluctuations. To visualize this, the wire was removed and the shaft was turned by
hand. In doing so, the stroke of the actuator was recorded again. The results are shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Stroke generated manually without using the SMA wire for activation.

It becomes apparent that the high fluctuations seen in Figure 14 are no longer present
and could successfully be reduced. Only the small overshoot at the beginning remains
unchanged, because the pawl still has to engage to hold the position. Resulting in an error
of the linear movement of +/−0.1 mm derived from Figure 17. Due to the manufacturing
process, the deviation of the prototypes stroke can still vary compared to the development
requirements. In principle, however, the required functionality could be validated.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

The developed actuator is able to control four different positions with repeatable
accuracy and can hold these energies free. The four positions are generated by a single
SMA wire, which is activated several times. No additional control/regulation unit is
required, which would again increase the cost, weight and dimensions of the actuator.
Controlling the intermediate positions is possible based on a mechanical principle. The
actuator can be used to replace linear actuators with small stroke lengths. For example,
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it could be used as a mechanism to open, close and control intermediate diameters of flow
units. Compared to conventional actuators, it is particularly important to emphasize that
there is no electromagnetic interference with the environment.

By manufacturing a prototype, the effect was validated, and it was proven that the
required stroke of the actuator can be approached with repeatable accuracy. In order to
achieve the required demands such as switching frequency, a fan should be used. Any
deviations that occur are due to the production method (FDM) of the prototype, since the
inaccuracies/roughness of the material was already noticeable during assembly, leading to
higher friction. In addition, some parts had to be optimized, since the manufacturing data
are designed for a more precise manufacturing process. Using additive manufacturing—
especially FDM—the components usually get a little bit bigger than planned and the
optimization with files by hand increased the deviation from the required size, leading
to slackness.

At this point, it is useful to draw a first comparison to a conventional actuator, since
now all system properties are known, at least theoretically. The overall actuator has
relatively similar dimensions to a conventional stepper motor (see Figure 18).
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The actuator designed here, therefore, offers advantages, especially in terms of the
weight, because no magnets or copper coils are necessary. Therefore, there is also no
electromagnetic influence on the environment.

Compared to other SMA actuators, it offers in particular the advantage that interme-
diate positions can be controlled and held by a mechanical control. Previous controls for
positioning intermediate positions are not as reliable as the mechanical control developed
here. In particular, the speed controlling the positions is, at two seconds, much faster
than the systems that use an external control unit. Furthermore, the activation time of
two seconds can easily be reduced by increasing the applied voltage. However, this may
involve a reduction in service life of the wire and, thus, has to be investigated further.

In further sales, it is purposeful to manufacture the actuator-especially the circum-
ferential groove and the slides-of metallic materials. This reduces the friction and the
manufacturing tolerances enormously, and the actuator can better conduct the force of the
wire. In addition, a small amount of lubrication can be used to further eliminate the friction
factor. This also compensates the problem of a fluctuating stroke, as it is shown using the
prototype. A targeted combination of materials keeps the weight of the actuator low, but
the components have specifically significant properties such as low wear and low friction.
This ensures a long service life and perfect functionality. The tolerances of the individual
components can also be adjusted as a result.

An additional induction sensor could—if desired—validate the actuator’s operation
during use. By inserting two small magnets at opposite positions (180◦ offset) at the
switching shaft, an inductive sensor’s signal changes with each rotation (90◦) of the shaft.
Thereby, the functionality of the actuator is continuously confirmed, since the rotation is
accompanied by the linear change in the stroke.

By a simple constructional adaptation of the circumferential slope of the groove, the
actuator can be adapted to various applications. This way, the actuators stroke required
for the respective application can be generated. Furthermore, an additional optimization
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of the power transfer from rotational to translational energy is considered. The actuating
force can also be adapted and optimized by adjusting the diameter of the SMA wire and
the electrical parameters.

Following these optimizations, a complete mechanical model can be developed to
present the direct relationships of wire force and stroke to the actuator force and stroke,
even considering the friction.

The performance of long-time tests will also provide insight into the service life ex-
pectations of the actuator and identify possible weak points. In this context, the deflection
of the wire and its influence on the service life or force transmission can be further inves-
tigated as well. Friction could occur due to the contact area, temperature changes could
occur due to a change in convection based on the contact area, and hot spots could occur
in the wire due to bending of the wire. This can be combined with temperature tests to
evaluate the electrical parameters for different operating temperatures between −10 and
60 ◦C.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-435
2/11/2/163/s1, Document S1: data sheet compression spring d-080b-04, Video S1: shift fork, Video
S2: stroke.
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